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FAMILY DINNERS MAKE YOU HAPPIER, HEALTHIER AND SMARTER 

Better academic performance

Higher self-esteem

Lower risk of substance abuse

Lower risk of teen pregnancy

Lower risk of depression

Lower rates of obesity 
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COGNITIVE BENEFITS

1. Dinner conversation 
boosts vocabulary

2. Higher grades in school

3. Higher achievement 
test scores
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NUTRITIONAL BENEFITS

1. Increased consumption 
of fruits, veggies, protein, 
fiber, and vitamins

2. Decreased consumption 
of fried and fatty foods 
and soda

3. Lower rates of obesity 
and eating disorders
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MENTAL HEALTH BENEFITS

 Violence and 
substance abuse

 School problems

 Early sexual 
behavior teens

 Anxiety, depression 
and stress

 Resilience

 Self Esteem

LOWER RATES OF: HIGHER RATES OF:
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WHAT IS FAMILY DINNER?

• Any Two people, not everyone needed

• Can include short cuts, take-out, NOT scratch food, organic, nor gourmet

• Best not to have TV on but some gadgets are OK some of the time

• Talking better than silence

• Don’t be constrained by “5 times a week” research findings

• It doesn’t have to be perfect! 
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75% of Americans 
who eat dinner with their 
family less than 5 times 

per week want to
increase the frequency of 

their family meals

93% of adults 
say sharing meals is the

best way to connect 
with their family

FAMILIES WANT TO HAVE DINNER

80% of teens
would rather 

have dinner with
their parents
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What do we do?
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FIGURE OUT WHAT’S FOR DINNER TONIGHT

DINNER 
TONIGHT

FUN CONVERSATIONFOOD
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DINNER TONIGHT
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GET MONTHLY TIPS
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CONVERSATION STARTERS
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Community-based events
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COMMUNITY DINNERS

SHARED 
FAMILY 
DINNER 

EXPERIENCE
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COMMUNITY DINNERS

• Cook together– guacamole, salad and lasagna

• Play games: rose, thorn, and bud

• Kids interview parents about childhood dinners

• Kids go off to make dessert and play games

• Parents share strengths, obstacles, and solutions
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COMMON OBSTACLES

• Like Pediatricians ask about seat belts and helmets

• Do you have family dinner? How often?

• If not, why not? The Big 4:

1. Lack of Time

2. Picky Eaters

3. Too much Tension at the table

4. Teens don’t want to
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NOT ENOUGH TIME

• Make double batches

• Dinner Swap

• Cook “quick food” like breakfast or lunch foods

• Consider making breakfast or a late-night snack an intentional meal

• Most reliable time to connect

• Push back on culture of busyness

• Only takes 22 minutes
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PICKY EATERS

• Parents decide what, where, & when; kids decide how much

• Get toddlers to try foods

• Model your enjoyment

• Play with food

• Involve kids and make them stakeholders

• Cut down on snacking

• Rule of 15: Familiarity breeds acceptance

• Don’t promise a benefit from eating a vegetable

• Dessert is not a reward

• One basic meal that can be customized
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REDUCING TENSION AT THE TABLE

• Prepare a list of meals that everyone will agree on

• Go easy on teaching manners

• Avoid topics that usually result in fights (e.g., grades 

or messy rooms)

• Limit technology at the table

• Parents and kids adhere to same technology rules

• Laughter and feeling listened to are best antidotes

• Play games and tell stories
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TEENAGERS DO WANT TO EAT WITH YOU

• 60% of teens eat with parents 5 or more nights a week 

• 80% of teens would rather have dinner with parents 

• Dinner is rated high on list of activities for teens

• Dinnertime when most likely to talk with parents

• Teens have most to gain in terms of lowering high 

risk behaviors
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Contact@thefamilydinnerproje
ct.org 

THANK YOU!

If you have any questions, please 
contact 

The Family Dinner Project:
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